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ABSTRACT
Recommendation systems using graph collaborative filtering often
require responses in real time and high throughput. Therefore, besides recommendation accuracy, it is critical to study high performance concurrent collaborative filtering on modern platforms. To
achieve high performance, we study the graph data locality characteristics of collaborative filtering. Our experiments demonstrate
that although an individual graph traversal exhibits poor data locality, multiple queries have a tendency of sharing their data footprints, especially in the case of queries with neighboring root vertices. Such characteristics lead to both inter- and intra-thread data
locality, which can be utilized to significantly improve collaborative filtering performance.
Based on these observations, we present a cache-conscious system for collaborative filtering on modern multi-socket multicore
platforms. In this system, we propose a cache-conscious query
scheduling technique and an in-memory graph representation, and
to maximize cache performance and minimize cross-core/socket
communication overhead, we address both inter- and intra-thread
data locality. To address the workload balancing issue, this study
introduces a dynamic work-stealing mechanism to explore the tradeoff between workload balancing and cache-consciousness.
The proposed system was evaluated on a Power7+ system against
the IBM Knowledge Repository graph dataset. The results demonstrated both good scalability and throughput. Compared with the
basic system that does not perform cache-conscious scheduling,
inter-thread scheduling improves throughput by up to 18%. Intrathread scheduling can further improve throughput by as much as
22%. By enabling dynamic work-stealing, the proposed technique
balances workloads across all threads with a low standard deviation
of the per-thread processing time.
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ing suggestions regarding which information is the most relevant
to them [1]. To achieve better recommendation results, researchers
have proposed several algorithms. One of the most popular algorithms is collaborative filtering, which they have studied, enhanced, and implemented in prior proposals, such as Tapestry [2],
Ringo [3], and Video Recommender [4], using various approaches.
In this paper, instead of focusing on the accuracy of collaborative filtering results, we concentrate on system performance. We
study an item-based collaborative filtering system in which recommendation results are achieved by graph breadth-first-search and
similarity sorting (algorithm details can be found in Section 6.1).
In this system, which requires that a large number of concurrent
queries be processed in real time, throughput is the major consideration. Therefore, data locality and its impact on cache performance
become key optimization goals [5][6][7].
Graph algorithms have poor data locality because of their irregular access behaviors, which follow a pointer-chasing pattern. Optimizing an individual instance of a graph algorithm is known to
be difficult [8][9]. However, for our target collaborative filtering
problem, we observed that although a single query typically shows
poor data locality, multiple queries have a tendency of sharing their
data, which can lead to data locality between inter- and intra-thread
queries. Such locality significantly impacts cache performance and
communication overhead. The impact is both modeled and experimentally measured. We observed significant throughput, which
was the motivation for developing the proposed technique. Meanwhile, we notice that brute-force data locality aware methods tend
to lead to unbalanced workload scheduling. To handle such issues,
we also accounted for the balance between workload balancing and
data locality in the proposed technique.
Based on the above observations, we propose a cache-conscious
implementation of high throughput collaborative filtering. In the
proposed technique, we schedule queries in accordance with their
data locality behaviors to maximize cache performance and minimize communication overhead and use a dynamic work-stealing
method to ensure proper balance between cache-consciousness and
workload balancing. Our observations and techniques are not limited by specific algorithms. Many graph analytic queries tend to
traverse only a subset of the whole graph. In these cases, data localities between different queries also exist. Therefore, our techniques
can easily be generalized to other throughput-oriented graph algorithms and systems.
Finally, to evaluate the proposed methods, we conduct extensive
experiments. Compared to the basic system with simple roundrobin scheduling, our graph representation and workload partitioning method achieves good scalability and throughput. With interthread scheduling, the proposed technique can improve throughput by up to 18% over the basic system. When both inter- and

intra-thread scheduling are applied, the technique achieves 22%
improvement. By enabling dynamic work-stealing, the technique
balances workloads with limited variance in per-thread processing
time. In general, it achieves cache-conscious high-throughput implementation of collaborative filtering.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of data locality of a collaborative filtering system on modern multi-socket
multicore platforms. We analyze data locality characteristics
between collaborative filtering queries and observe and demonstrate both inter- and intra-thread data locality.
• We propose a complete cache-conscious implementation of collaborative filtering system, which includes an in-memory graph
representation, a lock-free vertex data structure, a cache-conscious
inter- and intra-thread scheduling technique, and a dynamic
work-stealing method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes data locality and workload balancing issues that motivate our
work, and Section 3 provides the details of the implementation.
Section 4 examines our technique for both scalability and throughput. Section 5 summarizes our work. The last section, Appendix 6,
introduces the baseline collaborative filtering algorithm used in our
work and discusses the background and previous proposals of collaborative filtering.

Figure 1: Example of neighbor queries

N : number of BFS traversal levels
pi : probability of accessing a new vertex in level i
αk : probability of a vertex sharing by two BFS traversals
The number of new vertices accessed in level k will be:
Vk = Vk−1 × E × pk
With V1 = E and pi = 1, we can have
Vk = E k
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As a method of predicting user interest, collaborative filtering
Therefore, the total number of accessed vertices is:
has been employed in various previously proposed approaches [2] [3] [4].
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erarchy on performance. Because of their random access patterns,
graph collaborative filtering applications typically have poor data
Meanwhile, for two BFS traversals with distance d, the vertices aclocality. However, in certain situations, data locality may still exist
cessed in level below N-d will be overlapped. Besides them, other
and enhance system performance. This work uses an item-based
vertices are also possible to be overlapped depending on graph
method as the target collaborative filtering system. Each query perstructures. Thus, we can have:
forms an item-to-item breadth-first-search to find the most relevant
N
−d
N
X
X
items (refer to Section 6.1 for more details). Although data localOd =
Vk +
α k Vk
(4)
ity can rarely be found within queries, multiple queries may still
k=1
k=d
share a significant amount of data. Such data locality, which can be
As shown in Equation 4, the number of overlapped vertices of
represented as both inter- and intra-thread locality, improves perfortwo BFS traversals are decided by two factors, the distance d and
mance. In our target collaborative filtering system, overall throughthe probability of vertices sharing by two BFS traversals αk . Alput is the major concern. Thus, we should carefully analyze data
though the probability αk is a parameter determined by graph dataset,
locality between queries and its impact on cache performance.
Equation 4 clearly shows that two BFS traversals can share signifi2.1 Data locality
cant amount of vertices if distance is short.
An illustration example is also shown in Figure 1. In this exAs the major component of collaborative filtering, breadth-firstample, collaborative filtering query A and B are performing BFS
search (BFS) is usually considered as a poor data locality operatraversal starting from two different vertices with short distance.
tion [10]. Data access pattern of BFS largely relies on graph dataset
They are considered as neighbor queries. As shown in Figure 1,
itself. The irregularity in graph edges makes it difficult to exploit
these two neighbor queries share significant amount of vertices in
its data locality, leading to poor cache performance. However, diftheir traversal. Apparently, the overlapped vertices between them
ferent runs of BFS traversal may still share a significant portion of
can result in data locality and help cache performance. Meantheir accessed data.
while, such data locality exists between both intra- and inter-thread
To approximately estimate the access behavior of BFS traversal,
queries. The details will be explained in sections below.
the model below is used.
Notations:
Tvertex : total number of vertices accessed in N level BFS traversals
Od : overlapped vertices between two BFS traversals with distance d
Vk : number of vertices accessed in level k
E: average number of edges per vertex

2.2

Intra-thread locality

For queries within the same thread, neighbor queries have the potential of sharing their accessed vertices and result in intra-thread
locality. In order to achieve performance benefits from the locality,
the scheduling of intra-thread queries plays a crucial role. Intuitively, the neighbor queries should be scheduled together to maximize benefits of data locality.

Figure 2: Motivation experiments for intra-thread locality (see
text below for explanation of the terms)
In graph traversals, when visiting each vertex, both outgoing
edges and vertex property will be accessed. The total volume of
data accessed when visiting each vertex can be represented as Equation 5
Notations:
Φ: total accessed data size when visiting a vertex
Se : edge data size in bytes
Sv : vertex property data size in bytes
The total accessed data size will be:
Φ = Se × E + Sv

(5)

The dataset used in our collaborative filtering system is the IBM
Knowledge Repository graph dataset (refer to Section 4.1 for more
details). In this dataset, E is around 10, while Se is 24 bytes and
Sv is 48 bytes. Thus, the data size Φ of one vertex is close to
300 bytes. According to Equation 3, the total accessed data size is
around 450 KB for a 4 level BFS traversal, which is almost twice
of L2 cache size and 1/8 of L3 cache size. Therefore, even if two
queries have locality, few other unrelated queries can easily evict
the useful data out of cache and reduce the impact of data locality.
To further explain this observation, two motivation experiments are
performed.
In the first experiment, two different groups of queries are processed independently. In both groups, we choose queries with similar complexity but different distances, neighbor queries in the first
group and random queries in the second one. From the result
shown in Figure 2, we can clearly see that neighbor queries show
a 27.4% improvement of throughput than random queries. It well
supports our intuition that the vertices accessed by neighbor queries
may be significantly overlapped. Such a pattern will result in data
locality and benefit cache performance.
While in the second experiment, these two groups of queries are
processed together in the same thread with different interleaving
patterns. Neighbor queries are coalesced together in the second test
(neighbor coalesce) while queries in the first test are interleaved
randomly (random order). The performance results are shown in
Figure 2. Comparing with random order, simply scheduling neighbor queries together (neighbor coalesce) improves throughput by
13.5%. Although data locality exists between neighbor queries,
processing order of queries still matters. Therefore, in order to
maintain the benefit of data locality, query scheduling must be aware
of intra-thread locality between queries.

2.3

Inter-thread locality

Figure 3: Motivation experiment of different inter-thread
scheduling policies (see text below for details of policies A and
B)
In addition to the intra-thread data locality, neighbor queries of
different threads may also contain data locality, which leads to
inter-thread data locality and brings impact on cross-core/socket
communication overhead.
In multi-socket multicore platforms, besides the overhead due to
cache misses, intensive inter-cache communication can also lead
to significant performance degradation. Memory accesses that hit
remote caches will trigger data transfer across sockets or cores
via cache coherence messages. For data intensive applications,
if different threads are sharing significant amount of data, cache
coherence messages can introduce extra communication overhead.
Worse yet, data ping-pong effect can take place when write operations are involved. The communication overhead depends on the
underlying cache hierarchy and interconnection structure. For private caches within the same chip, the overhead comes from on-chip
interconnection, while for cores of different sockets, it is caused
by inter-socket communication, which is even more severe due to
the limited cross-socket bandwidth. Therefore, inter-thread data locality and its impact on communication traffic must be taken into
account.
Consider the experiment presented in Figure 3. 32 queries from
two neighborhoods are partitioned into two separate threads running on cores from different sockets. Two types of scheduling
policies are performed. Neighbor queries (refer to Section B for
definition) are processed by the same thread in policy B, while in
policy A, neighbor queries are divided evenly into two threads with
the same intra-thread order. As shown in Figure 3, by grouping
queries with shared data in the same thread, policy B improves
the throughput by 28.1%, which is in accordance with our previous explanation. In policy B, most of data accesses do not hit
remote caches. High communication traffic and ping-pong effect
are both avoided. Accordingly, in our proposed collaborative filtering implementation, besides intra-thread data locality, data locality
between threads also needs to be considered to minimize the intercache communication overhead.

2.4

Workload balancing

To fully utilize multi-core architectures, scheduling queries in a
balanced way is crucial [11]. However, the requirement of workload balancing is contradicting with data locality considerations,
which presents challenges for workload balancing mechanism.
To explore intra- and inter-thread locality, it is desirable to merge
queries into a small number of threads to improve cache performance. However, this would also lead to unbalanced workloads
in these threads. As shown in Figure 4’s example, 10 queries are
requested. Seven of them are from one neighborhood, while the

Figure 4: Example of workload balancing issue

Figure 5: In-memory graph representation

other three are from another remote neighborhood. Considering
inter- and intra-data locality, neighbor queries should be scheduled
back to back together in the same thread. As such, the seven queries
should be processed in thread 0, while the other 3 queries should
be processed in thread 1. In this case, the workload of each thread
is highly unbalanced and heavily loaded thread 0 will take longer
processing time while thread 1 is idle for most of the time.
To address this challenge, we need to dynamically balance workload among cores and be aware of both intra- and inter-thread data
locality at the same time. All these tradeoffs must be addressed in
a complete framework to strike an optimal balance.

overhead between parallel threads. Previously proposed parallel
algorithms become infeasible in this case.
Thus, a coarser grained partitioning method should be used. Considering the number of incoming queries, partitioning workload at
the granularity of queries becomes another choice. In this way,
sophisticated thread level synchronization and scheduling can be
avoided. The partitioned unit is naturally one query, which is easier for both scheduling and partitioning. Considering these advantages, query granularity partitioning is used in our proposed collaborative filtering implementation.

3.

Graph operations usually suffer from poor cache performance
due to the dynamic nature of graph datasets. Despite of that, a
proper in-memory representation of graph can still significantly affect the cache performance of graph operations. In our collaborative filtering implementation, data structure should be graph traversal friendly and flexible enough to support timely graph update.
Therefore, we propose a vertex-centric data structure to represent a
graph in memory.
As shown in Figure 5, a vertex is the basic unit of a graph. The
vertex property and the outgoing edges stay within the same vertex
structure. Such a design is in accordance with our graph traversal
pattern. When traversing a graph via BFS, the vertex property and
edges will be accessed together. By organizing them in contiguous memory blocks, cache residents have larger chance of reuse.
Vertices are organized in an adjacency list with hash indices. Each
vertex is indexed by a unique integer vertex id. Compared with a
vector structure, a list does not compromise the cache performance
because of the dynamic vertex access pattern of BFS. Moreover,
unlike vector structure, allocating new vertices only introduce limited overhead in a list. No extra memory allocation and copy operations are required. Thus, in our implementation, graph is represented in a two-level structure. In the first level, vertices stay in
a list with hash index, which can benefit graph update. While in
the second level, the vertex property and edges are arranged in a
sequential manner to increase the cache data reuse rate.

CACHE-CONSCIOUS COLLABORATIVE
FILTERING

Modern computer architectures are becoming more and more
complicated. They usually consist of multi-sockets of multi-core
chips, sophisticated memory hierarchy, and cross-socket/core communication mechanism. To achieve better performance of collaborative filtering, we should try to avoid performance bottlenecks.
Applications should aim to maximize the cache hit rate, minimize
the cross-core/cross-socket communication overhead, and balance
the CPU utilization. To achieve these targets, we implement our
collaborative filtering system based on the following components:
(1) a workload partitioning method, (2) an in-memory graph representation, (3) a lock-free data structure for concurrent queries, (4)
a cache-conscious query scheduling technique, and (5) a dynamic
work balancing method. The details are explained below.

3.1

Workload partitioning

As mentioned in Section 6.1, the collaborative filtering workload
contains multiple incoming queries that need to be processed in
real time. In order to achieve high throughput and full utilization
of underlying computation resources, the multiple queries need to
be properly partitioned into different threads.
As introduced in Section 6.1, the key operation of collaborative filtering is BFS graph traversal. An intuitive way of workload
partitioning is to partition graph traversal operations. Several parallel implementations of the graph traversal algorithm have been
recently proposed, which can traverse graph data on a distributed
system with multiple nodes, or on a single-node multi-core/socket
system [12][13][14][15]. Although all graph traversal algorithms
share significant similarity fundamentally, the traversal operations
in collaborative filtering is accessing only a small subset of the
whole graph with a limited number of hops. It will lead to finegrained workload partitioning if we perform partitioning within
graph traversal operations. Consequently, each workload chunk
will be too small to hide the communication and synchronization

3.2

3.3

In-memory graph representation

Lock-free vertex data structure for concurrent BFS

BFS in our collaborative filtering system performs graph read
operations most of time. However, several data elements in the
vertex property are still volatile and will be updated during graph
traversal, such as color, traversal depth and path number. Since
graph data are shared by all threads, concurrent queries of different
threads have data races over these volatile data. To solve this issue,
instead of using locks of different granularities, we maintain an
array of volatile data in vertex properties. The array size is the same

Figure 6: Lock-free data structure in each vertex

Figure 7: Illustration of data locality prediction

as the total number of threads. As shown in Figure 6, each thread
will operate only on their own data segment in vertex properties.
Data races are completely avoided without any lock.
Besides, queries in the same thread also have conflicts on volatile
data. The color and depth value updated by the previous query need
to be initialized again before the next query. However, this initialization operation is non-trivial and consumes significant amount of
time. To minimize the overhead from intra-thread data races, we
allocate a unique query ID to each query. An array of query ID
records will be stored in the vertex property together with other
volatile data. It is used to indicate the query ID of last access from
current thread. The query ID allocation is achieved by performing
a simple atomic fetch-and-add operation on a global ID variable.
Hence, the query ID is globally unique and monotonic increased by
time and the global ID variable indicates the number of processed
queries.

3.4

Cache-conscious query scheduling

In order to maximize the benefits of intra- and inter-thread data
locality and workload balancing, we propose a cache-conscious
scheduling technique, in which queries are scheduled according
to the data locality prediction results and balanced by the workstealing mechanism. Details of our proposed technique are explained as following.

3.4.1

Data locality prediction

As a first step of our proposed scheduling policy, a low complexity locality prediction method is used. The method is based on
a simple observation explained in Section 2 that neighbor queries
have higher possibility of sharing data. Considering the fact that
collaborative filtering performs only low-hop BFS, a new query A
is the previous query B’s neighbor if its root vertex was last accessed by query B. Therefore, queries’ data locality can be reflected

Figure 8: Structure of task buffers in each thread

by root vertices’ access history. Such history record can be obtained
from the query ID record in the vertex property.
As mentioned in the previous section, a query ID is allocated
by the global ID variable and is increased over time. Each vertex
has an array of query ID records corresponding to each thread. For
a new query, if the query ID record of its root vertex shows that
thread X has the largest query ID, it can be inferred that thread X
recently just processed a query which is the neighbor of the current query. In this way, we predict data locality according to the
root vertices’ query ID record. The thread with the largest query
ID is predicted to have inter-thread data locality with the current
query. Meanwhile, by comparing global ID variable and query ID
record of a certain query, we can get the information that how many
queries have been processed after a neighbor query. If the difference is below the threshold G, we can predict that a neighbor was
just processed and intra thread data locality exists.
An illustration example is shown in Figure 7. In this example,
both inter- and intra-thread locality are predicted for a new query
from thread K. The prediction is achieved by processing the query
history information of its root vertex. In the inter-thread locality
prediction, thread X (ID-X) has the largest ID among all query ID
records. Thus, thread X is predicted to have inter-thread locality
with current query. Based on our previous discussion in Section 2,
current query should be processed by thread X. Meanwhile, in the
intra-thread locality prediction in thread K, global ID variable is
compared against ID-K. If the difference is below threshold, current query is predicted to have intra-thread locality in thread K and
therefore should have higher priority to be processed.

3.4.2

Cache-conscious scheduling

As discussed in Section 2, both intra- and inter-thread locality
should be considered in our cache-conscious scheduling technique.
To achieve this target, we preform intra- and inter-thread scheduling based on the locality prediction results. As shown in Figure 8,
three task buffers are established in each thread, allocate buffer,
dispatch buffer, and steal buffer. They’re all organized by insertion
order in list data structures. The steal buffer is for the purpose of
workload balancing and will be further explained in the next section. The previous two task buffers will be discussed in this section.
Whenever a new query is allocated for the current thread, the
query is appended at the end of its allocate buffer for later scheduling. Meanwhile, a local thread always checks the dispatch buffer
for queries to be processed. If the dispatch buffer is empty, D
queries will be fetched from the allocate buffer for dispatch. The
query dispatch procedure is performed according to the locality
prediction outcome. As explained in previously, the thread with the
largest query ID is predicted to have potential inter-thread locality
with the current query. Therefore, it is inserted into the dispatch

Feature
Dataset
Graph type
Vertex
Edge
Query

1. Intra-thread scheduling: Check dispatch buffer. If it’s empty,
continue to step 2. Otherwise, search front S queries and
process the query whose last processed query ID is within
threshold G of current global ID. If such query cannot be
found, query at the head of the buffer is fetched and processed. After processed this query, jump back to the starting
point.

Figure 9: Complete algorithm in detail steps

2. Workload balancing: Check steal buffer. If it’s not empty,
fetch head query and process it. Otherwise, continue to step
3.

buffer of the thread with a largest query ID. In this way, queries
will always be dispatched into threads with the highest possibility
of inter-thread data locality. Inter-thread data sharing as well as the
communication overhead are avoided.
For queries inside a local thread’s dispatch buffer, processing by
insertion order obviously is not sufficient. Their processing order
should be decided by considerations of intra-thread data locality.
If a neighbor query is processed recently by the current thread, it
should have higher priority to be processed earlier. Thus, when
processing queries in the dispatch buffer, a local thread will check
the oldest S queries for their query ID records. If the gap between
their query ID records and global ID variable is within threshold
G, the current query is predicted to have intra-thread data locality
with recently processed query. Thus, this query is processed first.
If no qualified queries is found, the original insertion order is used
by fetching queries from the head of the buffer.

3.4.3

Workload Balancing

As discussed in Section 2, data locality intends to coalesce all
queries into fewer threads. To fully utilize hardware resources, a
workload balancing method is necessary. In our proposed implementation, a dynamic work-stealing technique is used.
A stealing operation is triggered when both the dispatch buffer
and allocate buffer are empty. In that case, a local thread does not
have any workload, neither queries to process or queries to dispatch. Instead of waiting for future incoming queries, the local
thread first tries to steal N workloads from others’ allocate buffer
and appended them to its own local steal buffer. As queries pending for dispatch, stealing them brings only limited negative impact on data locality. These queries will later be processed regardless of their data locality. If no threads’ allocate buffer has
more than N queries, the dispatch buffers having greater than L elements are considered. Those threads usually have accessed more
vertices and hence are getting even higher possibility to get new
dispatched queries. Stealing queries from them can better balance
each thread’s size of accessed data. It will further result in balancing each thread’s priority of inter-thread data locality. Meanwhile,
stealing granularity N and threshold L can significantly affect stealing aggressiveness. These parameters need to chosen carefully for
tradeoffs between cache-consciousness and workload balancing.

3.4.4

Full Algorithm/Implementation

As explained in previous sections, the complete collaborative filtering implementation is delineated in Figure 9. We now describe
our mechanism in detail steps.

Table 1: Evaluation dataset
Description
IBM Knowledge Repository graph dataset
Bipartite graph: users and documents
Users: 72.3K, Documents: 82.1K
User retrieves document: 1.74M edges
Recommend N most relevant documents

3. Inter-thread scheduling: If allocate buffer is empty, continue
to step 4. If not, fetch D queries and dispatch them according to locality prediction outcome. Locality prediction
is achieved by checking root vertices’ query ID array. The
query will be dispatched to the thread with largest query ID.
Then jump to step 1.
4. Dynamic work-stealing: Randomly check others’ allocate
buffers. If buffer size is longer than N, steal N queries from
the allocate buffer and insert them into local steal buffer. If
fail to find such buffer, check others’ dispatch buffers instead.
If success, steal N queries from the dispatch buffer. Then
jump to step 1 again.

4.
4.1

EVALUATION
Evaluation methodology

In our evaluation, experiments were performed on a Power7+
platform with four sockets. Each socket contains eight cores and
four Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) threads per core. In
total, the platform has 32 cores and 128 hardware threads. The
Power7+ processor executes instructions out-of-order and maintains 12 execution units shared by four SMT threads. Each core
has 32KB L1, 256KB L2, and 4MB L3 private caches. To avoid
the impact of OS thread scheduling, we bind threads with specific
cores. To maximize utilization of hardware resources, threads are
bound to different sockets first, then different cores. If more than
32 threads are required, SMT threads are utilized.
We ran our experiments on the IBM Knowledge Repository graph
dataset from a document recommendation system used by IBM internally. In this dataset, two types of vertices, users and documents,
form up a bipartite graph. As shown in Table 1, the graph contains
72.3K users, 82.1K documents, and 1.74M edges. The collaborative filtering query starts from a document and recommend N most
relevant documents.
In the following sections, we evaluate our proposed technique in
three types of experiments. First, a simple multi-threaded collaborative filtering is performed as a basic system. In the basic system,
graph is represented as we proposed in Section 3 and workload is
partitioned at the query granularity. However, queries are allocated
randomly with only a simple round-robin scheduling. Then, we
apply our inter-thread scheduling policy on it with work-stealing
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Figure 10: Query distribution with work-stealing
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Figure 11: Query distribution without work-stealing

enabled. After that, intra-thread scheduling is also introduced to
work together with inter-thread scheduling. In each experiment,
throughput, speedup, and scalability are analyzed in details.

4.2
4.2.1

Experimental Results
Necessity of work-stealing

In our proposed technique, inter-thread data locality is the major consideration when scheduling queries across threads. However, considering only inter-thread locality, it intends to combine
queries into few threads and results in unbalanced workloads. To
address this issue, a dynamical work-stealing method is used to
ensure workload balancing among threads. In order to show the
impact of our dynamic work-stealing mechanism, an experiment
with four threads are performed. In the experiment, 200 queries
are performed with our inter-thread scheduling technique and the
number of processed queries over time for each thread is collected.
As shown in Figure 11, without dynamic work-stealing, queries
are well distributed over all threads at the early stage. However,
when time goes by, it shows extremely unbalanced query distribution. Conversely, in Figure 10, queries are well balanced across
all threads when dynamic work-stealing is enabled. Therefore, our
dynamic work-stealing mechanism is enabled in all following experiments to avoid impact of unbalanced workloads.

4.2.2

Cache-conscious scheduling

In the experiments of this section, we randomly generate 32,768
queries. To better estimate system throughput, all queries are streamed
into our collaborative filtering system in a burst way for the stress
testing purpose. For the scalability analysis purpose, different numbers of threads were evaluated, starting from one to 64 threads.
Since there are only 32 cores in our evaluation platform, we do
not further perform experiments for 128 threads. Because the SMT

Figure 13: Speedup over single thread

threads share the same core’s cache resources and therefore cannot
well demonstrate the impact of cache related techniques. To simplify the notation, we denote the basic system, inter-thread scheduling, and intra-thread scheduling (with inter-thread scheduling) as
base, inter, and intra.
The throughput results of three types of experiments are shown
in Figure 12. The throughput number is calculated based on the
average time per query. To better scale the results, they are all normalized to the basic system’s throughput. From the results, we can
see that the inter-thread scheduling alone can achieve up to 14%
throughput improvement with 32 threads, while the intra-thread
scheduling can further improvement that number to 16%. For the
single thread, the inter-thread cannot bring any benefit and intrathread shows limited benefit due to the constraint of the intra-thread
search distance and a huge number of incoming queries. When the
thread number is increased from two to 32, the throughput benefits
of both inter- and intra-thread scheduling are increasing monotonically. That is because cross-core/socket communication overheads
become more severe with more cores involved. However, for 64
threads, the improvement decreases slightly. It is in accordance
with underlying hardware architecture. When more than one SMT
thread are utilized in each core, the communication overhead still
remains unchanged while the scheduling overhead increases with
the number of threads.
The speedup results are shown in Figure 13. The overall processing time of all queries are measured and calculated as the speedup
over a single-thread basic system. As shown, the speedup increases
with the number of threads in all three types of experiments. Interthread scheduling achieves better performance than the basic system while an even better speedup is achieved with intra-thread scheduling. The detailed improvement of both inter- and intra-scheduling
is illustrated in Figure 14, in which the speedup over the basic system is shown. As shown in Figure 14, the improvement of the intra-
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Figure 14: Improvement of inter- and intra-thread scheduling

Figure 15: Scalability result

thread scheduling reaches as high as 22% for 32 threads. With 32
threads, the inter-thread scheduling also achieves the largest improvement of 18%. Besides, the improvement is increasing monotonically from 2 threads to 32 threads with a jump at 16 threads.
This is because the improvement of the inter-thread scheduling is
achieved by reducing communication traffic across cores. With
more cores, the cross-core traffic overhead is more severe. Moreover, when core number is larger than 8, the cross-socket traffic
is involved and brings much larger overhead. Nevertheless, when
the number of threads is increased to 64, the improvement drops
back to 14.3%. This is caused by the SMT threads in the same
core. They share caches and interfere against each other. In this
case, both our inter- and intra-thread scheduling becomes infeasible within the same core.
Figure 15 plots at a log scale to show the scalability of our proposed technique. As shown in the results, our methods are showing close to perfect scalability except for the case of 64 threads,
in which the SMT threads over utilize the hardware resources and
bring negative impact on the scalability. Besides, intra-thread scheduling further improves the scalability slightly.

4.2.3

Workload balancing

To further prove the effectiveness of our work-stealing method,
we use the standard deviation and relative standard deviation of
per thread processing time as the metric to measure workload balancing. We calculated the standard deviation from the processing
time results of each thread in previous scalability experiments. The
standard deviation results range from 1.6 to 3.1. Compared with
the long processing time of each thread, it shows relatively small
variance. Meanwhile, the relative standard deviation results are all
below 10%. Such result indicates that our proposed mechanism
reaches good workload balancing.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we studied high-throughput collaborative filtering
on modern multi-socket multicore platforms. Our analysis and experiments showed that an individual query of collaborative filtering
exhibits suboptimal data locality, but when multiple queries were
processed, data locality was exhibited at both inter- and intra-thread
levels. We also observed that the locality consideration usually contradicted the workload balancing requirements, which revealed a
tradeoff between these two factors.
Based on the above observations, we presented a cache-conscious
implementation for a collaborative filtering system. In this system,
we first proposed an in-memory graph representation that achieved
a balance between locality and flexibility and then presented a data
locality prediction method based on the query ID record. With
the data locality prediction results, we presented a cache-conscious
scheduling technique that scheduled queries within and between
threads in accordance with the intra- and inter-thread data locality,
respectively. To balance the workload among the threads, we also
introduced a dynamic work-stealing mechanism. By stealing dynamically, the mechanism rescheduled queries across threads, improving the overall workload balance.
Our study showed useful observations for the data locality behavior of graph algorithms. To improve throughput and scalability,
it exploited the locality between queries. In the experiments on
the Power7+ platform, our proposed technique demonstrated high
throughput and good scalability and improved performance by as
much as 22% over the basic system.
In the evaluation experiments, we used a Power7+ platform, which
features private L3 caches. However, several other platforms such
as Intel Xeon processors feature shared L3 caches. Compared to
private caches, shared L3 caches lead to smaller communication
overhead within the same chip. In this case, the impact of our
proposed inter-thread scheduling technique is less significant when
the number of threads is small. Nevertheless, because of the large
overhead of cross-socket communication, the inter-thread scheduling technique still has significant impact as the number of threads
increases.
Although our work focuses on system throughput, our solution
can also be easily extended to address other scheduling schemes
with minor changes. For example, to better support fairness requirements, we can add a simple timer mechanism that ensures
maximum waiting time of each query or an epoch refresher that refreshes the system status before each epoch. Depending on specific
datasets and query types, fairness requirements sometimes negatively impact system throughput. Throughput and fairness requirements pose an interesting tradeoff, which will be further analyzed
in our future work. Moreover, in large-scale distributed systems,
similar behaviors of data locality may exist at different scales. In
our future work, we plan to also analyze inter-query locality behaviors in large-scale systems.

6.
6.1

APPENDIX
Baseline Collaborative Filtering System

We use the following notations to briefly describe our document
recommendation system which is essentially a collaborative filtering. Given a set of documents D and a set of users U , we build
an edge between d ∈ D and u ∈ U as long as the document d is
retrieved by user u. By normalizing the total number of retrievals
of d with respect to u, we have an edge weight wd,u ∈ W . Therefore, we have a weighted bipartite graph G(D, U, E, W ), where
E = {(d, u)|d ∈ D, u ∈ U, wd,u 6= 0}. Given the weighted

bipartite graph G and a root vertex dr ∈ D, the collaborative filter returns a list of relevant documents R ⊂ D. Simply speaking,
the relevance between document dr and d′ is measured by the total
weight of edges in the paths from dr to d′ , that is,
X
wv1 ,v2 , ∀ldr →d′
(6)
s d′ =
(v1 ,v2 )∈∪ld →d′
r

where lr→d′ represents a path from dr to d′ . Note that when the
path length is 2 and the edges have equal weight, the relevance is
equivalent to the number of users reading both documents. In practice, a collaborative filtering system must handle multiple queries
simultaneously. Thus, there is a list of roots to process. The collaborative filter that schedules those queries out of order for improving
the overall throughput is called collective collaborative filter. Note
that the algorithm works on arbitrary graphs, although the application scenario requires them to be bipartite. Such algorithm is
also internally used in IBM Knowledge Repository, a large scale
enterprise-wide document database.
Algorithm 1 Collective graph collaborative filtering
Input: weighted bipartite graph G(D, U, E, W ), query root set
Q, request capacity N
Output: result set R = {Rr }
1: for all r ∈ Q do
2:
Lr = {r}, srv = 0, nr = 0, crv = rand()
{BFS-like weight propagation}
3:
while Lr 6= ∅ and n < N do
4:
L′r = ∅
5:
for v ∈ Lr do
6:
for v ′ ∈ Γv do
7:
if crv′ 6= crv then
8:
crv′ = crv , L′r ← v ′
9:
srv′ = stv + wv,v′
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
Lr = L′r , Rr = Rr ∪ L′r , nr = nr + |L′r |
14:
end while
15: end for
Algorithm 1 is an approximate implementation of the above collaborative filter, which forms the foundation of our work in this
paper. It works in batch mode by processing a set of queries, each
starting from a document in set Q. For each query, the algorithm
returns no less than N relevant documents, if they can be found. In
a query rooted at r, we let srv denote the relevance score which is
initialized to 0. nr counts the number relevant documents to return.
crv receives a random flag associated with a query from the random
flag generator rand(), which indicates if a vertex has been visited in the query with the same flag. The use of a random flag is to
spare flag cleaning for future traversal. Lines 3-14 are essentially
a BFS-like traversal for propagating the score srv to each vertex.
In Line 8, we propagate the random flag and put the newly visited
vertex into L′r for the next iteration. Line 9 updates the relevance
score according to Eq. 6. In Line 13, the parameters are updated for
checking the termination status. Note that the scored vertices are
ranked in some appliations, where the vertices closer to the root is
ranked at a higher position; while the vertices at the same BFS level
are ranked (sorted) according to their scores. We omit the ranking
process in the algorithm, as it is quite trivial.

6.2

Background and related work

Collaborative filtering (CF) has been studied in a number of approaches and implemented with various focuses. For example, the
item based collaborative filtering systems identify users with similar interest spaces or objects (say, documents) with similar characteristics. It assumes that the items favored by users with similar
interest space is potentially recommendable to the new users with
similar interest space. Such approach motives us to model users’
interest spaces or characteristic clusters of objects.
An earlier implementation of collaborative filtering is Tapestry [2],
which relies on the explicit opinions of people from a close-knit
community. However, it is not practical in larger communities to
assume each person knowing the others. A pseudonymous collaborative filtering solution for Usenet news and movies was proposed
by GroupLens research system [16][17]. Ringo [3] and Video Recommender [4] generate recommendations on music and movies,
respectively. More different collaborative filtering systems can be
found in a special issue of the Communications of the ACM [18].
In addition to the item based approaches, Bayesian networks,
clustering, and Horting are also used in recommendation systems.
Bayesian networks create a model based on a training data set which
can be built offline for hours or even days. The resulting model is
small, fast, and essentially as accurate as the nearest neighbor methods [19]. Horting is based on graphs, where the nodes represent
users and edges indicate similarity between two users [20]. Predictions are produced by walking the graph to nearby nodes and combining the opinions of the nearby users. In 2011 ACM KDD CUP
contest, there is a collaborative filtering solution that addresses the
unique item taxonomy characteristics and dataset volume. This
proposed technique is implemented as part of GraphLab’s collaborative filtering library [21]. All the above collaborative filtering
implementations focus on providing rich functionality to data analytics, where the map of the algorithm onto particular processor/system architectures are not addressed properly.
In contrast to the existing work on collaborative filtering, we
focus on the cache-consciousness issue of a straightforward itembased approach. It is performed towards a document recommendation system in the IBM Knowledge Repository. In this application,
the system must concurrently handle a large number of queries in
real time. To achieve the requirements of target system, we propose
a cache-conscious graph collaborative filtering technique.
Data sharing in general applications is a common topic in various prior works. However, the special data representation and access pattern of graph operations contain unique features. Therefore,
directly applying the solutions of general applications is typically
infeasible in graph systems. In our work, we performed the first
study of data locality behaviors in a collaborative filtering system.
By making use of the data locality between inter- and intra-thread
graph queries, our proposed technique achieves high throughput
and good scalability.

7.
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